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摘  要 
 







调整，对于进一步推动 LDPC 码的应用化进程具有重要的意义和价值。 




































类型 LDPC（two-edge type LDPC，TET-LDPC）码在高码率情况下的性能远好于
传统 LDPC 码。本文首先推导了 TET-LDPC 码的外信息转移（extrinsic information 
transfer，EXIT）函数，并借助EXIT方法优化该码型的门限值，进而针对TET-LDPC
码中导致误码平台的陷阱集（trapping set），提出两个构造准则以降低该码型的
误码平台。仿真结果表明，所设计的 TET-LDPC 码好于传统 TET-LDPC 码。 
4、为了研究多边类型 LDPC（multi-edge type LDPC，MET-LDPC）码在较
广范围内的码率自适应问题，本文选取一类中等码率（0.5）、性能优秀的
MET-LDPC 码作为母码，根据其结构特点，提出了分级删余算法和分级-分组扩


































Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have attracted significant attention in the 
area of modern error correcting codes (ECC) due to their capacity-approaching 
performance, low error floors and linear-time complexity of encoding. Along with the 
development of modern communication service from low-rate voice transmission to 
high-rate multimedia application, the variety of transmission rate under different 
conditions requires ECC to be able to adapt their code rates according to system 
requirements more than just to correct errors. The research of rate-compatible LDPC 
(RC-LDPC) codes with good performance and flexible rate adaptability would benefit 
the application of LDPC codes in future communication systems. 
In this thesis, based on general LDPC codes and two structured LDPC codes, 
several algorithms and strategies are proposed to accomplish rate compatibility and a 
new application of RC-LDPC codes in a joint source and channel coding system is 
investigated. The main work and constructions of this thesis are summarized as 
follows:  
1. The design of finite-length rate-compatible punctured LDPC (RCP-LDPC) codes 
is considered. A widely-used algorithm, grouping and sorting (GS) algorithm is 
analyzed and the upper bound of the highest rate it can achieve is proved. In order to 
solve this rate limitation, an improved GS (IGS) algorithm is proposed without any 
performance degradation. Then we find and prove that the number of punctured 
variable nodes neighboring check nodes can affect the performance of RCP-LDPC 
codes. Based on this claim, a new algorithm is proposed which shows better 
performance than both the GS algorithm and the IGS algorithm in simulation. The 
two proposed algorithms can be applied to an arbitrary LDPC code to obtain a code 
rate unlimitedly close to 1. 
2. In a hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) system with incremental 
retransmission, one expects the initial transmission(s) of the high-rate code(s) to be 
powerful. Exploiting the reciprocal relation between splitting and puncturing for 
irregular repeat accumulate (IRA) codes, a new joint splitting and puncturing method 
is developed to construct finite-length rate-compatible IRA codes. The proposed 
method exercises a philosophy different from the conventional “low-rate-up straight” 
or “high-rate-down straight” approaches, and achieves rate compatibility in three steps: 
design a good highest-rate code, split it all the way to the lowest rate, and 
progressively reverse the splitting operation to construct the entire family of 
rate-compatible codes by puncturing. The joint splitting and puncturing method can 
ensure the superiority at the highest rate for RC-IRA codes and at the same time 
benefit from low implement complexity. Simulation shows that compared with the 
best RC-IRA codes reported so far, the resultant codes not only guarantee superb 
performance at the highest rate, but also promise very good performance across the 
board. 















two-edge type LDPC (TET-LDPC) codes which have better performance than 
conventional LDPC codes at high rates are apparently good candidates. With the aim 
to design TET-LDPC codes, the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) functions are 
derived first and then used to optimize the thresholds which determine the 
performance of TET-LDPC codes in the waterfall region. In addition, two 
construction criteria dealing with the trapping sets of TET-LDPC are given to lower 
the error floors of TET-LDPC codes. Simulation results show that the designed 
TET-LDPC codes outperform conventional TET-LDPC codes. 
4. The construction of rate-compatible multi-edge type LDPC (MET-LDPC) codes 
across a wide range of rates is investigated. A class of MET-LDPC codes with 
moderate rate (0.5) and good performance is considered as the mother code. A 
puncturing algorithm and an expending algorithm are proposed to accomplish 
rate-compatibility from 0.5~0.8 and 0.5~0.2 respectively. The first algorithm named 
level-wise puncturing algorithm arises from the best-performing one in “contribution 
1” but much simpler. The second algorithm called grading and grouping algorithm 
exercises expending based on the Tanner graph rather than the parity-check matrix as 
conventional methods did.   
5. A new class of joint source and channel coding systems named a double LDPC 
(DLDPC) code system has been developed recently, which consists of a source LDPC 
code and a channel LDPC code. It is found that the performance of a DLDPC code 
system deteriorates sharply when the source entropy increases and this problem can 
be solved by raising the rate of the source LDPC code. Hence a rate-compatible 
double LDPC (RC-DLDPC) code system is proposed which can adapt its source code 
rate according to the source entropy. The RC-DLDPC system uses rate-compatible 
shortened LDPC codes as the source LDPC code whose range of rates can be 
determined by the source rate threshold and the entropy threshold. We use EXIT 
charts to estimate these two thresholds. Simulation results show that the proposed 
RC-DLDPC code system pushes the error floor 3~4 magnitudes lower than the 
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